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POINT/COUNTERPOINT 

Sexuality and the Law 

Canada has a long history of legal regulation of sexuality. The prohibition, 

condemnation, and regulation of unconventional sexual practices became a priority for 

criminal justice as a result of the efforts of the “moral entrepreneur” of the 19th century. 

For example, “wickedly, devilishly, feloniously, and against the order of nature 

[committing that] sodomitical, detestable, and abominable sin called buggery” was an 

offence in Canadian common law punishable by execution (Young, 2008:207). Young 

girls committing the act of “sexual immorality,” which was defined as “having sexual 

intercourse with a man who was not their husband,” warranted detention in an industrial 

school for an indeterminate period (Lothian, 1990). It was not until the “sexual 

revolution” of the 1960s that there was a significant liberalization of law pertaining to 

sexuality. In 1967, Pierre Elliott Trudeau suggested that “the state has no business in the 

bedrooms of the nation.” However, according to legal scholar Alan Young, 40 years after 

Trudeau’s famous declaration, there has yet to be a fundamental shift in criminal justice 

policy that reflects the significant changes in sexuality emerging from the sexual 

revolution. According to Young, regardless of whether the law has led, followed, or even 

responsive to  the sexual morality of the masses, it continues to maintain the ability, 

capacity, and desire to monitor and control private sexual choices of individuals. (Young, 

2008:206). This becomes evident when we consider recent changes to laws pertaining to 

age of consent, obscenity and indecency, and prostitution. 

Age of Consent 
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The age of consent to sexual activity has always been a contentious issue. In the past 

decade, numerous unsuccessful attempts to raise the age of consent have been put forth in 

the Canadian Parliament. Both opponents and proponents of raising the age of consent 

emphasize the need to protect children and youth from harm and exploitation (Wong, 

2006:163). Until recently, Canada had one of the youngest ages of consent among 

developed countries. In May 2008, the age of consent for sexual touching was finally 

raised from 14 to 16 years of age. 

The primary motivation for this change was to provide vulnerable youth some 

protection in law from sexual exploitation at the hands of adults. However, the legislation 

does create a “close in age” exemption for sexual partners who are up to five years older 

for anyone 14 or older or for partners already married under preexisting laws at the time 

of the new legislation. There is also a close-in-age exception for 12 and 13 year olds: 

They can consent to sexual activity with another person who is less than two years older 

and with whom there is no relationship of trust, authority, or dependency or other 

exploitation. In addition, the age of consent has been raised to 18 years of age where the 

sexual activity “exploits” a young person—for example, through prostitution or 

pornography or when touching occurs in a relationship of authority, trust, or dependency 

(e.g., a teacher. 

Obscenity and Indecency Law 

The Supreme Court of Canada, in its landmark case R. v. Labaye (2005), changed the law 

governing indecency and obscenity in Canada. Jean-Paul Labaye of Montreal had been 

charged with keeping a common bawdy house for the practice of acts of indecency under 

section 210(1) of the Criminal Code. The accused operated a club in Montreal, the 
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purpose of which was to permit couples and single people to meet each other for group 

sex. Only members and their guests were admitted to the club. Prospective members were 

interviewed to ensure that they were aware of the nature of the club’s activities. A 

doorman manned the main door of the club to ensure that only members and their guests 

entered. All of these activities were consensual, and while members paid the club 

membership fees, the members did not pay each other in exchange for sex 

Based on what is referred to as a “harm-based” test, the Supreme Court of Canada 

determined that Mr. Labaye’s club was not harmful and was therefore not illegal. What 

do you think? Does operating a swingers club constitute indecency? Is it harmful? 

Prior to this decision, in assessing harm, the determination of indecency and 

obscenity had included a consideration of community standards of tolerance. Conduct or 

expression was considered harmful (and illegal) by considering what other Canadians 

would or would not tolerate 

  

The Supreme Court was unable to find that the swinger’s club did any harm to 

participants or passersby and the club was thus found to have been operating legally. The 

use of harm as the test for obscenity and indecency was seen as a positive outcome by 

activists This legal test was the terrain of much struggle in the 1990s, while the test in 

Labaye has been viewed as something of a victory for marginalized sexual communities 

and minority groups in that some scholars have described the decision as a measure of 

tolerance for unruly sexual subjects (Craig 2008, 2009). 

Importantly, censoring sexually explicit materials as a means of promoting women’s 

equality also came into direct conflict with the value of sexual freedom, including the 
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freedom to consume all sorts of pornography. This tension between feminist scholars has 

been termed by some a Canadian “sex war” where a division was evident between those 

who “framed sexuality primarily as a site of danger and oppression for women and those 

who saw sexuality more ambivalently, as also a site of pleasure and liberation” 

(Cossman, 2004:851; Jochelson, 2009:742). 

Recent Developments in Prostitution Law 

The arguments in favour of and against the criminalization of prostitution have been 

extensively covered in both popular media and the academic research (see The Challenge 

for Change, 2006; The Fraser Report, 1985; Gorkoff and Runner, 2003; vad der Meulen 

and Durisin, 2008). This is an issue which many reasonable Canadians disagree and 

scores of scholarly articles and other media representations debate. Recently, there have 

been certain provisions of the Criminal Code that have been challenged in order to 

improve the working conditions of sex trade workers (see Canada v. Bedford, 2010, 

2012, 2013). 

In Canada, prior to 2014, there was no law that determined that the act of selling sex 

(i.e., prostitution) was illegal. Certain aspects of the sex trade had been criminalized. For 

example, keeping a brothel, soliciting for the purposes of prostitution, and living off the 

avails of prostitution all constituted criminal activity in Canada. That legal void was used 

as a forum for lobbying for decriminalization of prostitution-related conduct. In Bedford, 

for instance, the applicants argued that the criminalization of solicitation for the purposes 

of prostitution, combined with the criminalization of prostitution in common bawdy 

houses, caused harm to women sex trade workers. Because the law did not technically 

criminalize the act of selling sex for money alone, it drove prostitution into a dangerous 
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workspace. The applicants in Bedford, sex trade workers represented by prominent 

lawyer Alan Young, successfully challenged the constitutionality of bawdy house and 

solicitation laws. The new challenges to these laws stemmed from the concerns inherent 

in the anticriminalization movement: that these laws created unsafe working conditions 

for sex trade workers, limited the economic liberty of these workers, violated their 

freedom of expression, and drove the sex trade onto the streets instead of a workplace 

where better safety screening could occur. In short, the advocates claimed that the laws 

denid sex workers their right to life, liberty, and security of the person under section 7 of 

the Charter. In part, the impetus for these challenges stemed from more recent 

parliamentary studies that confirmed the acute dangers associated with the sex trade. 

Using over 50 affidavits from sex trade workers, the applicants attempted to show that 

Canada’s sex trade laws contributed to the violence experienced by women, who 

disproportionately make up the population of sex trade workers in Canada. 

In 2010, the Ontario Court of Justice struck down Canada’s prostitution laws for the 

reasons outlined above. Ultimately, in 2013, the Supreme Court of Canada agreed and 

struck down the anti-prostitution regime as unconstitutional, giving Parliament one year 

to redraft the laws. Parliament passed new laws noting that the purpose of anti-

prostitution laws had moved away from nuisance prevention and “toward treatment of 

prostitution as a form of sexual exploitation that disproportionately and negatively 

impacts on women and girls “ (Department of Justice 2014, 3) The new Criminal Code 

Amendments includes provisions which prohibit the purchase of sex, place restrictions on 

public communications for the purposes of prostitution near playgrounds or daycare 

centers, limit the advertising for prostitution, and limit the ability of people to make 
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money off of or live off of sex workers. Activists have reasons to be concerned that these 

newest amendments may recreate the harms that sex workers experienced everyday prior 

to the Bedford decision – insecure work that is driven underground into unsafe and under-

policed spaces. It is a matter of time before, in the name of harms suffered, these new 

laws are challenged in the courts. 

Source: Dr. Richard Jochelson, University of Winnipeg. Used with permission. 
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